POTTERY	IO7
GLAZING
Glazing consists in treating the surface of a pot in such a
way that when the pot is fired it emerges with a glassy
surface. The earliest known form of glaze is found in Egypt
in very early times. This was an alkaline glaze which could
be coloured blue or green with copper. It could not be
applied to clay, but only to a porous paste of silica., and
therefore, though it was used extensively for beads* small
figures* and tiles* it could not be used except to a very limited
extent for pots (Harrison* op. cat., p. 52; W. F. Petrie* Arts
and Crafts of Ancient Egypt^ p. 107). The first satisfactory
surface glaze for use in pottery was what is called a lead glaze*
known in Mesopotamia at least as early as 600 b.c. The glaze
was produced by sprinkling the upper part of the pot with
powdered lead ore* the lead of which combined in the fire
with the silica and alumina in the clay to form a coating of
glass, A knowledge of this glaze was transmitted to the West
by the Romans* and later by the Arabs* and the glaze was
used in England till the eighteenth century (Harrison,
op. cit* p. 53).
*I cannot think5* says Mackay (in Mohenjodaray vol. ii*
p. 580)* 'that faience was invented independently both in
Mesopotamia and Egypt. Its manufacture is a somewhat
elaborate process and requires great attention to detail*
first in the preparation of the glaze* then in its application*
and finally in firing it in a muffle or kiln* Taking all this
into consideration* it seems much more probable that the
craft originated somewhere in the Middle East and then
gradually spread over the ancient world.' (Taience* is a
general term for glazed pottery.)
The process of glazing pottery was unknown in China
till about the second century b.c.* when it was introduced

